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Abstract
Traditionally, parking studies have been the domain of transportation specialists and/or planners who focus on the landuse allocation and the economic aspects of parking in urban areas. This study examines parking structures in term of their
concinnity, sense of place, aesthetics, and their role as public places that can enhance the city’s cohesion, image, and
streetscape. Winnipeg’s downtown parking operations and land use are examined and a typology of downtown Winnipeg
parkades is proposed. Recommendations for improving the integration of parking structures within the urban fabric are made.
Keywords: Parking structures, Downtown Winnipeg, parking integration

Introduction
Parking facilities are architectural and spatial constructs that
should be integrated within the urban landscape and blended
with local architecture1. Traditionally, studies on parking have
been the domain of transportation specialists and/or planners
who focus on the land use allocation and the economic aspects
of parking structures and surface lots. Parking lots and parking
structures are examined here in terms of their concinnity, sense
of place, and aesthetics; their role as public and social places is
also considered. Winnipeg’s downtown, like the downtowns of
many western Canadian cities, has few public social places. It
has struggled for 30 years to revitalize its commercial and residential development and overcome its image as a poverty stricken and crime-ridden area. Anyone visiting Winnipeg’s downtown will be impressed by the number of large surface parking
lots and parking structures. Approximately 41 per cent of its
area is allocated to parking. This is a staggeringly high percentage matched only by small American cities (Ben-Joseph 2012).
1

A parking structure is a multi-storey car park, as opposed to surface lot parking. It can be a stand-alone structure or incorporated with a building. Parking
structures are also referred to as parking garages, parking ramps, parking decks,
parking podiums (when attached to high-rise buildings), and open-parking structures.
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While some Canadian cities, such as Ottawa and Montreal, have
striven to incorporate parking structures within the urban fabric, others, such as Winnipeg, lag behind in this respect. Most
surface parking lots and many parkades in downtown Winnipeg
are unsightly and constitute spaces and places of discontinuity
and separateness. They break the cohesion of the urban fabric,
fracturing public, commercial, and social life.

Parking Facts and Literature
There is no doubt that the automobile, like the railway in the
19th century, had, and still has, a major impact on the city. In
many ways, the advent and use of the automobile became a major determinant of city form and planning during the 20th century. Although we are accustomed to thinking of traffic flows as
the most serious problem introduced by automobile use it is the
parked car that has the most profound impact on urban form. In
other words, the parked car is responsible for the disruption and
fragmentation of the contemporary Canadian city. Car parking
has become so habitual that one rarely thinks of its impact on
land use, urban form or the streetscape. The car is the preferred
mode of transportation for everyday travel and car owners expect to be able to park their vehicle close to their destination.
Even today, drive-through establishments cater to that expectation. This ‘expectation’ resulted in the proliferation of large
25
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surface parking lots and has spawned new types of buildings
designed to accommodate parked vehicles.
On average a typical vehicle is parked for 8,360 hours per
year, more or less 340 days (Jakle and Sculle 2004). Studies
have demonstrated that typical daily car use consists of 30 minute drives to and from work and 70 minutes of driving for other
purposes. This means that a vehicle is parked between 93 to 97
per cent of the time during any given day (Ben-Joseph 2012,
139).
In terms of land use, on average, a car in regular use requires two parking spaces, one at home and one at the destination. Assuming that the average size of a parking space is
about 14 square metres, plus the space required to get in and
out of the parking space, the space required to accommodate
even 500 vehicles is tremendous, almost a square kilometre. It
is therefore not surprising that car has become a major determinant of city planning. The result is inevitable: the landscape of
a typical town or city is dominated by a sea of parking spaces.
Perhaps only railways have disrupted the urban fabric to the
same degree; arguably parking has had a greater fragmentary
impact. Furthermore, the impact of parking varies: a) it hastens
the demolition of viable neighbourhoods and historical landscapes; b) it contributes to the rapid decline of pedestrian and
cycle traffic; c) it disrupts the cohesion of traditional cityscapes
and downtowns through widened streets; d) it disrupts street life
through commercial buildings being set back from the sidewalks
and streets; e) it affects the design of commercial buildings (for
example, drive-through businesses). Nonetheless, parking demands are likely to increase worldwide as automobile use increases. In the USA, it is estimated there are 800 million surface
parking spaces, and this number increases every year. One can
only conclude that as the number of parking lots and structures
increases, parking demands will continue to influence city planning and determine the appearance of our cities.
Traditionally, parking literature has examined surface lots
and structures from an economic and land-use perspective
(parking demands and operation, ratio, etc.). Yet, over the last
10 years, academics, other than transportation and engineering
specialists, have started to evaluate the aesthetic and social impact of parking on the urban fabric. Some of the major works are
John A. Jakle and Keith Sculle’s (2004), Lots of Parking, Donald Shoup’s (2011) The High Cost of Free Parking, Mark Childs
(1999) Parking Spaces, and more recently Eran Ben-Joseph’s
(2012) Rethinking a Lot. The last two works share this article’s
approach and goal, for their aim is to demonstrate and promote
techniques that encourage active pedestrian environments and
establish alternate settings for vehicles (Ben-Joseph 2012: xxii).
Yet both authors focus mainly on surface parking lots and not
parking structures.
Critiques of parking structure design seems to be the domain
of architects.The last five years have seen the publication of two
major studies: The Parking Garage: Design and Evolutions of
a Modern Urban Form (McDonald 2007), and The Architecture
of Parking (Sollohub 2010). While both studies focus on the history and architecture of parking structures, neither discuss in any
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detail the positive or negative impacts of parking on the built
environment.
This brief overview of the literature on parking indicates that
there is still a divide between planners, transport specialists, and
architects in the field. Planners focus on land use, parking bylaws, and on the impact of parking on the urban landscape. In
turn, transportation specialists focus on cost: demand and supply. There are very few studies on the history, design, aesthetics
or impact of parking on the built environment. This article uses
a case study of downtown Winnipeg parking facilities in an attempt to integrate these various fields.

Downtown Winnipeg and Parking Structures
Downtown Winnipeg consists of four distinct sectors categorized by the City-By-law 100/2004 into Multiple-use Sector
(M), Character Sector (C), Downtown Living Sector (D), and
Riverbank Sector (R) (Figure 1). Thus, downtown Winnipeg
has a highly diversified land use, including a small Chinatown
located within the Exchange District (Sector C on the northern
section of the Sector Map). It also includes the Forks, a huge
green and public space (Sector C and R, eastern part of the Sector Map) and the Legislature (Sector C and R, south-west part
of the Sector Map).
This study focuses on the multiple-use sector (M) delimited
by Portage Avenue and Broadway Avenue (south and north),
Memorial and Main Street (west and east). This quadrilateral
area encompasses the greatest number of parking structures and
a great many surface parking lots (Figure 2: Winnipeg Downtown Parking 2011).
Other sectors were eliminated for different reasons. The
Forks Area (C and R sector east of Main Street) is mainly dominated by surface parking lots with the exception of one parking structure. In turn, the Exchange District and Chinatown (C
sector northeast of Portage Avenue) boasts three to six parking
structures and other parking is mainly on-street and in surface
lots. Finally, north of Portage Avenue, the Downtown Living
Sector and the Legislature Sector (west of Broadway Avenue)
do not have any parking structures.
While downtown Winnipeg encompasses a wide area, it
is truly a horizontal land development as opposed to vertical.
Aside from 10 to 15 buildings more than 10 storeys high, the
area is dominated by buildings of five storeys or less. Thus, the
commercial sector of the study area, while the dominant land
use, is small relative to the total area of downtown Winnipeg.
This is particularly noticeable if the Legislature, the Forks and
the River Bank sectors are included. In fact, in downtown Winnipeg there are approximately 21,500 businesses with a high
concentration in the study area. These business ranges from financial services and security, to Manitoba Hydro’s head office,
banking, retail, government and public services.
It is estimated that downtown Winnipeg is the destination
for over 68,000 workers on a daily basis including 10,000 postsecondary students who attend the University of Winnipeg, Red
River College, and other post-secondary educational facilities.
For its size, the downtown population is quite small, with only
26
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Figure 1: Downtown sector map. (Source: City of Winnipeg 2004)
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Figure 2: Downtown Winnipeg parking map. (Source: Downtown Winnipeg BIZ 2011A.)

an estimated 17,000 residents2. In turn, 94.9 per cent of downtown residents are renters and 75.3 per cent live in apartments of
five or more storeys. This population is mostly concentrated in
or around the periphery of the study area. Thus, the study area
is sparsely populated and dominated by businesses, with some
high-rise apartments and a great number of parking structures
and surface lots (Downtown Winnipeg BIZ 2012).
The percentage of land allocated to parking in downtown
Winnipeg is close to 41 per cent. In turn, the greatest concentration of surface parking lots and structures lies between Broadway Avenue and Graham Mall (south-north) and Smith and
Kennedy Street (west and east) (Figure 2).

2

Gillies, B., ‘Civic parking garage closure tip of the iceberg’, Winnipeg Free
Press 09/12/2012. Winnipeg is one of the more sprawling cities in Canada, with
an urban density of 1,400 per square kilometre compared to Ottawa’s 1,700 and
Montréal’s 1,850.
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Parking lots and parkades are operated either by two major
agencies: The Winnipeg Parking Authority and Impark (an international parking company) with some public agencies and other
small operators. It is estimated that per day, on average, approximately 65,000 vehicles park downtown. Together, parking operators manage about 32,000 off-street parking spaces, of which
2,500 are available for public use (Winnipeg Free Press 2012).
In 2008, the Winnipeg Parking Authority operated “5,000 spots
on city streets, three city-owned parkades and handful of surface
lots” (Winnipeg Free Press 2008). In turn, private operators,
including Impark, operate 150 lots in Winnipeg. Aside from
the 32,000 off-street parking spaces, there are another 2,000
on-street parking spaces. Ironically, with over 32,000 parking
spaces, the public perception is that there is not enough parking available downtown. To remediate this negative perception
Downtown Winnipeg Biz and the Winnipeg Parking Authority
have, over the years, published numerous pamphlets to extol
the benefits of downtown parking and its low cost compared to
28
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other Canadian cities (Downtown Winnipeg Biz 2011A, 2011B,
2012).
Downtown parking campaigns aim to ‘educate’ the public
on parking availability and ‘proper’ usage of street, surface and
parkade parking. For example, a survey of downtown parking indicated that “almost 60 per cent of business owners use
on-street parking for themselves and their employees, thereby
reducing the number of scarce and valuable spaces for their
customers” (Downtown Winnipeg Biz 2011B). Since there are
only 2,000 on-street parking spots, they should be reserved for
short-term (customer/consumer) use while surface parking lots
and parkades should be used by workers and business owners
(long term parking). All of these pamphlets advocate the use of
parkades: “putting your vehicle in a parkade is the most comfortable and convenient way to park” (Downtown Winnipeg Biz
2011B). The main reason is that some of the parkades within the
study area are also connected to the downtown indoor walkway
system. The latter is a series of above-ground walkway corridors (2nd floor) connecting a series of buildings in downtown
Winnipeg. Part of this walkway system is found along Portage
Avenue and Graham Mall Street where “you are never more
than two blocks (less than a 5 minute walk) away from an indoor
parkade”. (Downtown Winnipeg Biz,2011B)

Parking Structure Typology
Downtown Winnipeg parking structures encompass four different types and styles of parkades: 1) parkades integrated within a building or as an extension; 2) bunker/brutalist parkades;
3) two or more storey flatbed parkades; and 4) rotunda or the
“Space Age” parkades. Each category has a different effect on
the cohesiveness of the downtown, the streetscape, social and
commercial activities, and urban life. Given that the parkades
were built over a span of some 60 years, from the 1960s to today, each category incorporates many variations in architectural style, materials and size. In turn, parking structures reflect
different periods of the modernist movement from the ‘pure’
functional and utilitarian phase to the more ‘tolerant’ phase of
employing materials other than cement and glass, along with incorporation of some ornamentation. Each of these types have
their advantages and drawbacks. These are discussed following
an overview of various types of parking structures.
1) Parkades integrated within a building or as an extension to it.
The integration of parking structures within a building, or as
an extension to one, dates back to the 1930s. The latest addition to this type of parkade is the incorporation of stores on their
first floor. In downtown Winnipeg, there are many examples of
this parkade type varying from commercial buildings (Radisson Hotel, Louis Riel Place), government buildings (Western
Canada Lottery), cultural institutions (Royal Winnipeg Ballet)
and apartment high-rises.
Five parkade structures integrated into, or as an extension
to, a commercial building stand out in their effort to blend into
the streetscape.
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Figure 3: Radisson Hotel (all the other pictures were taken by the
author).

The Radisson Hotel on Portage Avenue (Figure 3) is a classic example of a major downtown hotel incorporating its parking facility within the first five to ten floors of the building (or
placing them below street level). It is not immediately obvious
that the first eight floors are devoted solely to parking. The access ramp is on the side street. This type of parking structure on
a major downtown commercial street has little impact on the
streetscape and has the benefit of being architecturally integrated
within the design of the building.
In contrast, the parkade of the hotel complex Place Louis
Riel consists of a three storey brown brick mega-structure (Figure 4 and 4A). While one side of the parkade has stores facing
the street, the entire parking structure is adjacent to a large surface lot. The structure is integrated with the apartment building and also shares the same building material and appearance.
Nonetheless, this parkade, half a city block long, looks like a
bunker in the middle of a parking lot. Thus, these two hotels
provide a study in contrast as to how parkades may affect the
streetscape and general urban ambience.
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Figure 5: Western Canada Lottery .

Figure 4 and 4A: Place Louis Riel.

The Western Canada Lottery and CTV Head Office (Figures 5 and 6) are two examples of parking structures built as
extensions but are architecturally integrated into the building.
The Western Canada Lottery parkade extends outward from the
hexagonal modern 10 storey edifice. The parkade is a three flatbed parking structure made of the same material as the main

building. The broad brown/beige panels covering the parkade
constitute a shelf which hides the parkade cement beds. Once
again, aside from the entrance on the side, this parking structure
gives the impression of being a building in itself as opposed to
being a parkade. The hexagonal design of the office building
does contrast with the ‘bunker’ straight line of the parkade. One
must point out that, like many tall buildings in downtown Winnipeg, this structure stands out simply because there is no other
building of its height surrounding it. In fact, behind this parkade
is a surface parking lot. Such relationships seem to be a common feature in the survey area.
The CTV Head Office parkade extension (Figure 6 and 6A)
is a five storey parking structure adjacent to the Head Office.
CTV Head Office facade has been architecturally integrated to
this building through the use of the same material, red brick and
glass, which partially hides the grey cement parking deck visible
from the side street. The grey cement deck columns and panels
recently were painted in different colours on one side, giving a
playful and pleasing look. The colours also identify which deck
a customer’s car is parked on. CTV Head Office design actually
incorporates a small public place (trees and benches) in front of

Figure 6 and 6A: CTV head office.
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Figure 7 and 7Aa: Royal Winnipeg Ballet.

the parkade. Unfortunately, this public place faces a large surface parking lot across the street and is located on the main bus
route through downtown. People lounging in this public place
are mainly looking at parked cars or traffic on the busy and noisy
thoroughfare.
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet (Figures 7 and 7A) is somewhat
unusual as the parkade was integrated within the building but
was built as an extension. Architecturally, the building seems
to float atop its two-bed parking podium. This parking structure
provides a great contrast with the old type of parkade, in particular the ‘Bunker/Brutalist’ (Figure 8) located across the street. In
fact, the Royal Winnipeg Ballet is an island surrounded on all
sides by either parkades or surface parking lots.
The next example is a slim elongated edifice composed of
three distinct rectangular towers (Figures 8 and 8A). The tower in the foreground is a 20 storey glass building. The middle
tower has no windows (a black slab) and the one at the rear
is a half glass tower with a curvature sitting atop of an eight
to nine storey concrete parkade. Aesthetically, this is the worst
example of integration of a parkade extension to a building. The
overall effect is that of a bad collage which ruins the aesthetics of the building. It seems that the parkade extension was an
afterthought, quickly and cheaply added to satisfy the need for
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Figure 8 and 8A: Office Towers parkade.

parking. This incongruous effect is further compounded by the
sterility of the adjacent large surface parking lots.
Finally, perhaps the oldest style of this type of parkade is
the one extending for a city-block length from The Bay (Figures
9 and 9A). This four storey parkade, with its brick columns as
31
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Figure 9 and 9A: The Bay parkade.

opposed to cement, is reminiscent of the old type of parking
structure with its dated sign advertising “Auto Centre top level
of Parkade Complex Car Service”. This parkade does not match
The Bay’s grey stone material and extends the length of a long
city block. Commercial activities can only be found on the other
side of the street. Furthermore, the whole design is ruined by a
pedestrian walkway bridge that joins two buildings across an
intersection.
Most parkades in downtown Winnipeg attached to apartment
buildings are highly functional but aesthetically disappointing.
To illustrate this point, two examples may be cited. The first
consists of an integrated parkade within an apartment complex
(Figure 10), somewhat similar to the Radisson Hotel, where the
first two or four storeys are reserved for parking lots. A grid-like
cover hides the view of cars in the parkade. Yet, once again, the
presence of an adjacent surface parking lot negates the effort of
a parking structure aiming to minimize land use and to aesthetically incorporate a parkade into a commercial building.
The second example is a brick high-rise apartment of more
than 15 storeys, seemingly sitting on top of a very large three
storey flat-bed cement parkade which occupies half of a city
block and extends well beyond the width of the apartment building (Figure 11 and 11A). There are some stores at street level
but they are constantly under the shadow of the rooftop of the
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Figure 10: Apartment building integrated parkade.

parkade. This somewhat monolithic complex is aesthetically
displeasing, made so by the presence of a huge surface parking
lot in front of the building. Any pedestrian would feel lost in a
sea of parking lots.
This survey of downtown Winnipeg’s commercial buildings
that incorporate parkades (within the building, or as an extension) indicate that they were better designed and aesthetically
more pleasing than the high-rise apartments’ parkades. One the
reason is that most of the latter were built and designed in the
late 1960s and the 1970s. Thus, they truly reflect the modernist movement of functionality and its favourite material (i.e.,
cement). The parkades of high-rise apartments also reflect the
popularity of the flat-bed cement parkade which dates back to
the 1960s. In contrast, many of the commercial buildings with
parkades are more recent and represent a new urban vision, one
that strives for integration and cohesion. It should be remembered that commercial buildings serve as a symbols and that
companies, governments and institutions tend to invest much
more in the design of their buildings than do private owners.
Both commercial and residential buildings incorporating a
parkade strive to minimize the impact on pedestrian flow and
32
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Figure 12: Brutalist style of bunker parkade.

Figure 11 and 11A: Apartment high-rise parkade and stores.

street activities, either by placing their entrances on side streets
or by incorporating stores and other businesses within their
parkades. In one case a small public park was incorporated into
the design.
2) Bunker/Brutalist parkades
Brutalist architecture (1950 to 1970) is normally associated
with multifunctional mega complexes, government buildings
and low-rent housing. In Canada, many Canadian universities
adopted this style during the 1960s, such as the D.B. Weldon Library at Western Ontario. In turn, Montreal’s Place Bonaventure
is a famous example of the Brutalist style of a multi-functional
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complex. Place Bonaventure encapsulates the fortress-like,
blockish style and linear aspects of the Brutalist movement. The
predominant building material of Brutalist architecture was either cement or brick. Winnipeg also embraced this style with
the Manitoba Theatre Centre or the Manitoba Teachers’ Society
building. Thus, while Brutalism is associated with buildings,
the characteristics of this style (blockish, cement, and linear)
also characterized a certain type of parkade, here referred to as
the Bunker/Brutalist parkade.
There is only one example of this type of parkade in downtown Winnipeg and it is located across the street from the Winnipeg Royal Ballet (WRB) building. This Bunker-style parkade
consists of a large enclosed cement parking structure of five to
six storeys (Figure 12). This monolithic cement building covers almost an entire city block. The Royal Winnipeg Ballet’s
parkade is on the other side of the street, so there is no commercial or social activity within this section of the street. Many
of these Bunker parkades have disappeared in larger Canadian
cities. They were, and are, the prime target of criticism for those
who reject Modernism and its negative impact on city form and
cohesiveness. We can also include the previously discussed
parking structure of Place Louis Riel within the Bunker/Brutalist parkade category.
3) Two or more storey flatbed parkades
This category and style of parking structure is a very familiar design in many cities. In downtown Winnipeg about half of
the study area, between St-Mary and Broadway Avenues (northsouth) and Edmonton and Smith Streets (west-east), is occupied
by flat-bed parkades (Figure 2). Some of these parkades are
linked to a pedestrian walkway system that provides access to
some buildings in and around the area (Figures 13 and13A).
This area is an island of parking characterized by the absence of public life and commercial activity. Many flat-bed
parkades covers one or two city blocks and, more often than
not, there are large surface parking lots adjacent to them. While
conducting this survey, the only people seen in this area were
drivers getting in and out of their parking spaces. There was a
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Figure 13 and 13A: Four-storey flat-bed parkade.

complete absence of pedestrian activity on the street. If there
was ever a question that downtown Winnipeg was primarily designed for and influenced by the automobile, walking around
this area will dispel any doubts. The feeling is similar to that of
wandering around a huge sports stadium’s surface parking lot.
The term eye-sore cannot begin to describe the overall impact of
this area on Winnipeg’s downtown.
4) Rotunda or “Space Age” parkades
The Rotunda parkade is a multi-storey circular parking
structure. Downtown Winnipeg has two examples of this type.
Both are constructed of cement and glass and do have a somewhat whimsical look, since their circular shape contrasts greatly
with the linear and rectangular lines of most other modern structures in the city.
The Rotunda on Gary Street (Figure 14 and 14A) on one side
is adjacent to commercial buildings in the 1940-1950s architectural style and, on the other side, to a 1980s modern-style building with glass and cement columns. The latter has parking on
top of the building which is accessed via the Rotunda parkade.
In other words, the last deck of the Rotunda parkade extends to
the rooftop of the adjacent building.
The other Rotunda parkade, on Hargrave Street, is part of the
City Place shopping and office complex (Figure 15). HistoricalISSN 1911-5814

Figure 14 and 14A: Rotunda Parkade Gary Street.

ly, this building was part of the old Eaton’s building with a later
addition of a government office (Manitoba Public Insurance)
and of the mall. Both Rotundas’ parkades seem mismatched
with the recombinant style of architecture and highly rectangular and linear construction that surrounds them.
The entrances to these parking structures impede pedestrians.
The Rotunda on Gary Street actually has two parkade entrances
while the Rotunda on Hargrave Street has only a single ramp.
The advantages of Rotunda, as opposed to flat-bed, parkades, is
that they use less land than the other types of parkade and have
less impact on the streetscape. Unfortunately, they are not very
efficient for getting cars in and out during peak traffic periods.

Discussion
This study of downtown Winnipeg parking facilities assesses how facilities, particularly parking structures affect urban and
civil composition. Urban composition refers to the design of
settlements with a focus on the built environment and its composition. In turn, civil composition, a term coined by Childs, refers
to the “concinnity in which multiple independently-designed
parts collectively make urban streets, districts, towns and other
settlements” and “the skillful and harmonious adaptation of fitting together of parts to craft a whole” (Childs 2012,17). Lack
of concinnity is often associated with urban compositions char34
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Figure 15: Rotunda parkade Hargrave Street.

acterized by placelessness, identical and monotonous design
such as “identical franchise stores, manufacturing housing, and
much infrastructure design” (Childs 2012, 7). Childs (2012,17)
claims “great places emerge from the concinnity of incremental
acts of design” based on existing built forms and the inclusion of
new projects that can inspire future projects. Positive concinnity
and its synergy takes into account the various contexts and interdependence of built forms, both old and new. Projects that ignore the context or the style of existing buildings will stand out
from their surrounds. This can lead to “excessive independence”
where surface parking lots and parkades break down area cohesion with inefficiencies, “such as duplicate parking [precisely
the case of downtown Winnipeg’s parking landscape], disconnected sidewalks and poorly defined streets” (Childs 2012,18)
The overwhelming presence of parking structures and surface lots in downtown Winnipeg precludes the attainment of
concinnity. With most parking structures surrounded by surface
parking lots, repetitious landscapes are created and land-use
practices that deter possible changes implementation of new designs become entrenched.
An important element in the viability and cohesiveness of a
settlement lies in the relationship between social practices and
the built form. This relationship has the power to “dispirit or inspire, deter or encourage, show disregard or social investment”
(Childs 2012,18). In turn, the cohesiveness and vitality of a built
form lies in providing a creative public milieu and a rich sense
of place.
There is no doubt that the study area lacks concinnity: its
appearance is dictated by the dominant simplistic land-use of
vehicle parking. Accordingly the positive and negative aspects
of each category of parking structures will be examined.
Winnipeg’s parking landscape is slowly changing. The parking structures surveyed revealed some well integrated parkades
in downtown Winnipeg that respect their context, reduce the area
used for parking, and attempt to enhance life on the street. The
Radisson Hotel, Winnipeg Royal Ballet, the CTV Head Office
parkades are all examples of parking structures that are architecturally well-integrated into their surrounds and in some cases
respect the historical context of the site. In turn, some parkades
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integrate stores at the street level. This encourages pedestrian
traffic and enlivens the street. Nevertheless, the few examples
in downtown Winnipeg remain poorly incorporated into the
streetscape because they are surrounded by surface parking lots.
Parkades integrated within buildings, more so than those
that are extensions or the rotunda-type parkades, are aesthetically more pleasing and reduce the area dedicated to parking
because they are built vertically. For some, this type of parking
structure (in fact any type of parking) continues to encourage
and reinforce the car-built city. However, the Radisson Hotel,
and CTV Head Office are better suited to the creation of a more
pedestrian-friendly city and help thereby to enhance the city’s
image. Such parkade styles also have the advantage of being
able to incorporate stores into their lower storeys, thereby encouraging commercial life on the street. Surface parking lots
are the complete opposite as they create monotonous repetitive
landscapes and discourage commercial and social life and pedestrian traffic.
Rotunda parkades, provide visually interesting architecture
and give a somewhat ‘whimsical’ look to the streetscape. Unfortunately rotunda parkades are difficult to integrate into existing buildings but they can provide a stimulating view for the
pedestrian.
There is no doubt that downtown Winnipeg’s parking landscape has been one of the main causes of the area’s lack of vitality, cohesiveness and vibrancy. The negative impacts of parking
structures can be grouped under two major categories: ‘desert
utilitarian streetscape’ and ‘downtown garage streets’.

Deserted Utilitarian Streetscape
The concentration and overwhelming number of parking
structures and surface lots in downtown Winnipeg created of
what can be described as ‘deserted utilitarian streets”. In other
words, a streetscape populated mainly by parked cars with minimal commercial or pedestrian activities (Figure 16 and 16A).
The positive impact of any well integrated parking structure in downtown Winnipeg is negated by the presence of adjacent surface parking lots. Without exception, all integrated
parkade structures surveyed were adjacent to surface lots. This
reinforces the utilitarian and functional aspect of the structures,
discourages commercial and pedestrian activities and exacerbates the absence of a sense of place. There are numerous streets
completely absent of people (except during peak traffic period)
where the presence of parked cars is overwhelming. At night,
when parking lots are empty, one truly has a sense of walking in
a deserted town, since there are few commercial or social activities evident.
The “deserted utilitarian streetscape” truly reflects the 1960s
era car-centred planning mentality that has guided downtown
Winnipeg’s development since then. Deserted utilitarian streets
are an aesthetic blot on the landscape; they create a negative
image of the city as a whole. They convey an image of a downtown that is stagnant, lacks vibrancy, and has no genius loci.
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Figure 16 and 16A: Desert utilitarian streets.

Downtown Garage Streets
Another section of the study area, between Kennedy to
Smith Streets (west to east) and Graham Mall Street to Broadway Avenue (north to South) is designated as downtown garage
streets (Figure 2). These streets run through one to two city
blocks where there are flat-bed parking structures or a parkades
(flat-bed) on one side and surface parking lots on the other side.
Walking or driving to and from parking spots are the only
activities in areas that consist of huge parking garages, with a
few businesses and one or two apartment buildings scattered
here and there (Figure 17 and 17A). If downtown Winnipeg
was a house, this area would be its garage. The feeling of ‘garaging’ is further exacerbated when one walks or drives in the
back alleys. All one sees are long stretches of flat-bed parkades
and surface lots. As with ‘deserted utilitarian streets’, there is a
complete absence of on-street social activity. This highly unattractive streetscape has been designed for cars and there are few,
if any, commercial or social activities. This area truly breaks the
cohesiveness of the downtown, for garage streets create corridors of bland cement structures. The area is a sea of parked cars
during the daytime and is completely empty during the night.
Lastly, garage streets also destroy the architectural, commercial,
and social purposes of the few buildings aimed at integrating
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Figure 17 and 17A: Desert garage streets.

parkades within buildings. This is the case with the Winnipeg
Royal Ballet integrated parkade, which is offset by a Bunker/
Brutalist style parkade across the street and is part of the corridor
of a ‘garage street’ which extends another two city blocks.
Those parkades that house stores on their first floors are
mostly located on ‘garage streets’ or ‘deserted utilitarian streets.’
These few businesses are the only ones around and service mostly those who park there or those working or living in the building where the parkade is located.
Both deserted utilitarian streets and garage streets are frequently associated with boredom and the potential for anti-social
activity such as tagging, writing graffiti, vandalism, car theft,
mugging, begging and harassment. This is the case in the study
area which has been plagued for years with a high level of petty
crime and gang wars. Jane Jacob’s “eyes on the street” concept
as part of the necessary ingredient for a vital neighborhood urban life does not apply to the study area. There are no residences
on the deserted and garage streets area, which means that there
are no residents in and around these street corridors. The 17,000
permanent residents of downtown Winnipeg are mostly located
beyond, or at the periphery of, the study area. The desert and
garage streets service mainly the transient 65,000 people who
shop, study or work downtown. Lewis Mumford claimed that
“the right to access every building in the city by private car, in
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an age when everyone owns such a vehicle, is actually the right
to destroy the city” (Mumford 1961). Mumford’s reference to
the destruction of the city pivots around the loss of cohesion
and concinnity that makes a downtown more than the sum of its
parts, something that creates a vibrant energetic commercial,
social, and public space.
In the case of downtown Winnipeg, Mumford’s claim cannot
be ignored or denied. This survey of parking structures encompasses over 40 years of development in Winnipeg. Winnipeg
has a slow-growth population and economy, which means that
land use changes at a slower pace than in a fast growing metropolis. There are many other reasons for downtown Winnipeg’s
slow development. The development of regional shopping malls
and suburbs in Winnipeg has greatly contributed to the decline
and lack of development in the downtown. Nevertheless downtown Winnipeg, was, and is, designed mainly for car use, since
almost 40 per cent of land use is for parking.
Parking demands, will continue to grow and unless city policy changes radically. A study of parking in Los Angeles concluded that parking space (and requirements) have ,and continue
to, make Los Angeles, “ little more than a group of buildings,
each a destination in its own right, to be parked at and departed from, and not part of some larger collective whole” (Shoup
2011). The same can be said about downtown Winnipeg’s deserted utilitarian streetscape and garage streets which mainly
serve a few buildings in the area. Such planning leads to the repetition of similar land use (parking), placelessness, monotony,
and complete absence of urban life. Downtown ‘deserted streets’
and ‘garage streets’ are dispirited, deter changes, and disregard
or discourage social investment.

Conclusion and Recommendations
There is a need to admit there is such a thing as too much
parking. This means a radical break with Winnipeg’s automobile-friendly culture. While some commitment to the development of better rapid transit exists, new solutions for downtown
Winnipeg are necessary. These might include development of
underground parking for new commercial developments; encouragement of the development of bicycle paths and new residential developments with built-in or underground parkades.
The city must strive for better designed parkades that take
into account the streetscape, context, and local architecture. Designs should encourage vibrant street life. It is important that
various elements of city form (e.g., roads, sidewalks, buildings,
and benches) are not stand-alone structures and they integrate
with each other according to the local context. Urban elements
which are not integrated result in a lack of concinnity and cohesiveness. In other words, one has to strive towards an integrated landscape, coordinating urban form and structure. It is
ironic that the design and incorporation of parking structures in
urban areas in the 1920s and 1940s showed greater respect for
the cohesiveness of the city and incorporated local architecture
and commercial services to a greater extent than more recent
designs.
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It is important to maintain public and commercial space
around parkades as opposed to surface parking lots. One should
think of parking structures as places that can accommodate businesses on the first floor; they are more than simple car parks. Integration of public space, as in the CTV Head Office, can make
a significant impact on the streetscape in terms of pedestrian
flows. A radical solution would be to transform the numerous
surface parking lots into business and residential complexes with
integrated parking structures. In the case of downtown Winnipeg, it will not only increase the downtown population, it will
also stimulate business and highlight the need for a better public
transportation systems. There are some encouraging signs, such
as the new Manitoba Hydro building which houses 2,000 employees. This building has no parkade or underground parking.
Located between Portage Avenue and the public transit route of
Graham Street, it banked on its employees using the transit system, which actually stops at the front door of the building. The
city is also planning to replace some of its large surface parking
lots with underground or vertical parkades. It is hoped multistorey flat-bed parkades that can occupy a city block and create
inhospitable deserted streets will be avoided at all costs.
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